


Instructions for Setup
Student Setup:
1. Give each student one BINGO problems sheet, one BINGO squares sheet, and one BINGO card.
2. During independent practice, have students solve all of the BINGO problems.  Answers should be written directly on the 

worksheet.
3. Once students have finished solving all of the problems, they should transfer their answers onto the BINGO squares 

sheet, as follows:
• Each BINGO problems sheet has the numbers 1-24 within the boxes.  These numbers match the numbers on the 

BINGO squares sheet.  As you can see, they both have #1-24.
• Students will look at the answer they got for problem 1 on the BINGO problems sheet.  Then, they will find the 

BINGO square that has the number 1.  Students will transfer their answer from problem 1 directly onto the line in 
that box.

• Students will repeat with the rest of the problems until their BINGO squares are filled with the matching answers 
from their worksheet.

The answer to problem 1 on the BINGO problems page gets filled into box 1 on the BINGO squares page.  The same happens for 
the rest of the problems through 24.
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How to Play
Object of the Game: To be the first to get BINGO by having a full row, column, or diagonal covered by the items that 
have been called.

Getting started:
1. Each student should have their completed BINGO card and worksheet in front of them.
2. Give each student a handful of counters or chips to use to cover their cards as they play.
3. Have all students put one counter over the FREE space and leave all other spaces empty.
4. The teacher should have all of the calling cards shuffled and lying face down in front of him/her.
5. The teacher should also have the teacher answer key ready (a spare copy of the worksheet is also recommended).

Playing the Game:
1. Pick up one of the face-down calling cards and say the number aloud to your students.  You may also choose to read 

the problem from the worksheet that matches that calling card number.
2. Students should find that number on their BINGO card and cover that box with a counter.  It is also recommended 

that you give students a few seconds to check their work and confirm the answer they have written down for that 
problem.  Do not give students the answer at this point.

3. On the teacher answer key, put an X beside the number that you just called in order to keep track.  This way you 
won’t repeat any numbers, and you’ll easily be able to check a student’s BINGO card when he/she calls out “BINGO.”

4. Continue calling out numbers until someone yells “BINGO.”  At that point, have the student show you his/her card.  
You need to check two things in order for the student to have won BINGO:
• Check that you have actually called the numbers from his/her complete row, column, or diagonal.
• Check that the student has written the correct answers to those problem numbers.

5. If the student has BINGO (all numbers called and all answers correct), he/she is the winner!  Have everyone clear 
their cards and start the game again.  If the students does not have BINGO, keep calling until someone else calls 
“BINGO.”
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Classroom Ideas
Using the BINGO game as a center:
This BINGO game also works great to have as a center.  When used as a center, be sure to teach your 
students how to pick one person to be the “captain” of the game.  The captain should take the role of the 
teacher (shuffling and picking the calling cards and using the answer key to confirm when someone has 
BINGO).  The role of the captain should rotate each round.

Differentiating this BINGO game:
Do you have students working one, two, three, or even more grade levels below what you’re teaching?  
That’s no problem with this game!  You can have those students work on completely different problems (as 
long as there are 24 of them) and fill out the BINGO board with their own answers.  If they get BINGO, 
just check to make sure that they have the correct answers to the problems from their own worksheet for 
those numbers called.

Using the BINGO problems as task cards:
If you do not want to play BINGO, you can cut out the problems from the BINGO problems pages and use 
them as task cards.  Have students solve the problems independently, in pairs, or in small groups.
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BINGO Problems – Page 1
Valentine’s Day Decimal Multiplication Word Problems

Directions: Solve each problem below (be sure to complete both sides).  When finished, transfer your answer to each problem onto the matching square on your BINGO 
squares sheet.  For example, the answer to problem 1 should go into the BINGO square with the number 1.  Be sure all of your answers are correct.  You cannot win 
BINGO without the correct answers.
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Haley	  bought	  8	  boxes	  of	  chocolates	  for	  
her	  family	  members	  for	  Valentine’s	  Day.	  	  
Each	  box	  weighs	  1.56	  pounds.	  	  How	  
many	  pounds	  of	  chocolates	  did	  Haley	  
buy?

Fred	  wants	  to	  give	  a	  Valentine’s	  Day	  card	  
to	  each	  student	  in	  his	  class.	  	  At	  the	  store,	  
each	  Valentine’s	  Day	  card	  costs	  $0.15.	  	  
Fred	  buys	  27	  cards.	  	  How	  much	  money	  
did	  Fred	  spend	  on	  the	  cards?

The Bluebird	  Bakery	  sells	  pink	  cupcakes	  
for	  $2.99	  each.	  	  On	  Valentine’s	  Day,	  the	  
bakery	  sold	  563	  cupcakes.	  	  How	  much	  
money	  did	  the	  bakery	  earn	  from	  selling	  
cupcakes	  on	  Valentine’s	  Day?

Ian	  bakes	  heart-‐shaped	  sugar	  cookies.	  	  
Each	  batch	  of	  cookies	  uses	  0.4	  pounds	  of	  
flour.	  	  If	  Ian	  bakes	  12	  batches	  of	  cookies,	  
how	  many	  pounds	  of	  flour	  will	  he	  use	  in	  
all?

At	  the	  store,	  a	  box	  of	  conversation	  
hearts costs	  $0.67.	  	  Edwardbuys	  29	  
boxes	  to	  give	  to	  his	  classmates.	  	  How	  
much	  money	  did	  Edward	  spend	  on	  the	  
boxes	  of	  conversation	  hearts?

Mrs.	  Johnson	  buys	  16	  packages	  of	  plastic	  
plates	  for	  her	  big	  Valentine’s	  Day	  party.	  	  
If	  each	  package	  costs	  $3.48	  and	  contains	  
15	  plastic	  plates,	  how	  much	  money	  did	  
Mrs.	  Johnson	  spend	  on	  plastic	  
plates?

Mr. Smith	  wants	  to	  prepare	  a	  Valentine’s	  
Day	  meal	  for	  his	  family.	  	  At	  the	  store,	  
chicken	  costs	  $4.58	  per	  pound.	  	  How	  
much	  money	  will	  Mr.	  Smith	  spend	  if	  he	  
buys	  2.5	  pounds	  of	  chicken?

Tamia	  bakes	  brownies	  for	  her	  soccer	  
team.	  	  It	  takes	  Tamia	  1.2	  hours	  to	  make	  
each	  batch	  of	  brownies.	  If	  Tamia	  needs	  
to	  make	  7	  batches	  of	  brownies,	  how	  
many	  hours	  will	  it	  take	  her?

The	  school	  bake	  sale	  sold	  2,693	  items	  
during	  the	  week	  of	  Valentine’s	  Day.	  	  If	  
each	  item	  sold	  for	  $1.35,	  how	  much	  
money	  did	  the	  school	  bake	  sale	  make?

Ava	  needs to	  buy	  a	  dozen	  bouquets	  of	  
flowers	  for	  the	  Valentine’s	  Day	  dance.	  	  If
each	  bouquet	  costs	  $13.97,	  how	  much	  
money	  will	  the	  bouquets	  cost	  in	  all?

Jacob ties	  9.35	  feet	  of	  string	  onto	  each	  
red	  balloon.	  	  If	  he	  has	  to	  tie	  string	  onto	  
146	  red	  balloons,	  how	  many	  feet	  of	  
string	  will	  he	  need?

Julia wants	  to	  make	  heart-‐shaped	  pillows	  
to	  give	  to	  her	  parents	  for	  Valentine’s	  
Day.	  	  Each	  pillow	  requires	  5.5	  feet	  of	  
fabric.	  	  If	  Julia	  wants	  to	  make	  4	  pillows,	  
how	  many	  feet	  of	  fabric	  will	  she	  need?

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

10 11 12



Teacher Answer Key
Valentine’s Day Decimal Multiplication Word Problems
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# Answer Tick	   if	  
called

1 12.48	  pounds

2 $4.05

3 $1,683.37

4 4.8	  pounds

5 $19.43

6 $55.68

7 $11.45

8 8.4	  hours

# Answer Tick	   if	  
called

9 $3,635.55

10 $167.64

11 1,365.1	  feet

12 22	  feet

13 $20.76

14 $61.45

15 2,112	  pounds

16 $57,817

# Answer Tick	   if	  
called

17 $16,296.35

18 39.06	  feet

19 0.38 liters

20 $1,392.48

21 $369,431.25

22 $295.26

23 496.4	  ounces

24 $44,986.48



Valentine’s Day BINGO Squares
Directions: Write the answer for each word problem on the line within the correct box.  Then, cut out all of the squares.  Glue each square onto the BINGO card in the 
place of your choosing. 

________________ ________________ ________________ ________________ ________________

________________ ________________ ________________ ________________ ________________

________________ ________________ ________________ ________________ ________________

________________ ________________ ________________ ________________ ________________

_______________ ________________ ________________ ________________

1
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2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24



Valentine’s Day BINGO Card

Glue Here Glue Here Glue Here Glue Here Glue Here

Glue Here Glue Here Glue Here Glue Here Glue Here

Glue Here Glue Here
Free

Space
Glue Here Glue Here

Glue Here Glue Here Glue Here Glue Here Glue Here

Glue Here Glue Here Glue Here Glue Here Glue Here
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